


2022 Collection A collection that explores the language 
of sitting through new chair, sofa and 
table designs. Featuring a selection of 
pieces that acknowledge the changing 
domestic and work landscape of modern 
times, made in materials that are natural, 
sustainable and liveable. 

Ilse Crawford & Oscar Peña
Matthew Hilton
Sarah Kay
Philippe Malouin
Wilkinson & Rivera
Donna Wilson
Terence Woodgate

SCP is a specialist producer of contemporary 
furniture, accessories, lighting and textiles, 
based in London. Established in 1985 by 
Sheridan Coakley, the company is guided by 
the idea that design can transform the world 
around us.

SCP is an environmentally conscious 
manufacturer that creates products that are 
functional, beautiful and made to last. We 
hope by making things of outstanding quality 
and in-built longevity that our objects will exist 
for generations to come. We use sustainable 
materials, non-toxic finishes and reusable 
packaging wherever possible, and are 
committed to minimising our impact on  
the environment.

At SCP’s core is our factory in Norfolk, 
England, where we have been developing 
sustainable upholstery pieces that use 
environmentally sound alternatives to 
petrochemical based foams for over a 
decade. Attempting to remove one of the key 
components of modern upholstery making 
(foam) and replace it with fully sustainable 
natural materials has been a lengthy and 
challenging journey, one which we are still on. 
Since 2020, all of our new upholstery designs 
are now audited for sustainability and are 
presented with a percentage that denotes the 
natural material usage in each piece. All of 
our designs in wood, which are produced by 
manufacturing partners in the EU, are made 
exclusively from FSC approved sources. Our 
textiles are made from 100% British wool, and 
are spun, dyed, and woven in England. 

At SCP, we work closely with our designers 
and makers, to keep creativity at the heart 
of all we do. We hope you enjoy the 2022 
Collection. 









Bruno
Ilse Crawford & Oscar Peña 

An armchair design with one arm lower than 
the other that acknowledges changes in the 
culture of sitting. Inspired by Bruno Munari’s 
celebrated 1944 poster ‘Seeking Comfort in 
an Uncomfortable Chair’, the Bruno chair is 
intended to accommodate new gestures and  
a different language of sitting. 

Armchair
99% natural and sustainable materials
FSC European beech and oak frame

A reclining armchair for a new generation that 
eschews the idea of formality. A generously 
proportioned design with an electric powered 
mechanism that articulates the chair into a 
reclining position.

Reclining armchair
95% natural and sustainable upholstery materials
FSC European beech and plywood frame

Ewelina
Matthew Hilton
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Group
Philippe Malouin

A design that uses primary shapes in a 
concise way to form the base, back and  
seat of each piece. Designed to be both 
comfortable and tactile, and to work in  
an array of different settings, the Group  
sectional sofa is a versatile design that can  
be configured in multiple different ways.

Sectional sofa system
30% natural and sustainable upholstery materials
FSC solid beech and birch plywood frame

Multiple sizes and configurations available, 
including bespoke dimensions

Camp
Philippe Malouin

A refined angular design with a solid wood 
frame that evokes the spirit of military camping 
gear and classic modernist furniture designs. 
It cleverly utilises tensile cotton fabric to 
support the upholstered sections, providing 
an enveloping kind of comfort.

Armchair
68% natural and sustainable upholstery materials
FSC solid ash frame
100% cotton jacket
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The collection comprises sofas, armchairs, 
cocktail chairs and a bed. It was awarded the 
Design Guild Mark in 2018.



Puffer
Philippe Malouin

A sofa made up of joinable feather pocket 
sections that is resplendently large, offering a 
kind of comfort that suggests spending hours 
and hours in it. 

Four seat sofa
65% natural and sustainable upholstery materials
FSC solid beech and plywood frame 

Puffer 
Philippe Malouin

An experimental armchair made from natural 
materials that utilises a sectional feather 
pocket construction to create a soft and 
rounded kind of comfort. 

Armchair & ottoman
65% natural and sustainable upholstery materials
FSC solid beech and plywood frame 
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Mesa de Baile 
Wilkinson & Rivera

The coffee table is the second addition to the  
de Baile collection. The unique creations are 
handcrafted by the artists in their east London 
studio. The pieces require tremendous 
woodworking skill and bring together handwoven 
cane and locally sourced timber. The result is an 
intricate design that’s beautiful and tactile. 

Coffee table 
Hand made by the designers from London plane wood

Silla de Baile 
Wilkinson & Rivera

An unconventional chair design inspired by 
barley twists that features non-euclidean 
geometry. The method of construction 
ensures that strength is retained in the wood 
sections and that there is very little waste in 
the production of the design. 

Armchair 
Hand made by the designers from London plane wood
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A dining table that is pared down to essential 
elements. It has large cylindrical legs and a 
top with gently curved edges. The design is of 
good scale, and has a poise and stature to it. 
The details are intentionally reductionist and 
give the table a modest character. 

Dining table
FSC European oak

Grove
Matthew Hilton

Constructivist
Matthew Hilton

A sculptural design that takes inspiration from 
Constructivism. Of excellent proportion, the 
table allows for multiple functions, whether as 
somewhere to display an object or vase, place 
things in daily use, or as a small bookshelf. 

Side table
FSC American walnut

Left & Right
Ilse Crawford & Oscar Peña 

A pair of small characterful side tables made 
in two different ways, both with hand-drawn 
circular tops. They are designed to capture the 
spirit and magic of Japanese joinery and to 
appear more handmade than machine made. 

Side tables
FSC European walnut
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Cooper
Matthew Hilton

A rigid design about total simplicity, created 
with a range of domestic activities in mind.  
The Cooper side table is easy to move around 
with an elegant construction.

Side table
FSC American walnut

Jethro
Sarah Kay

Jethro is a modern side table that uses 
traditional joinery in a refined and sensitive 
way. Beautiful details and an understanding of 
classical woodworking make this well-crafted 
design stand out. 

Side table
FSC American walnut

Barrel
Philippe Malouin

Awarded the Design Guild Mark in 2019,  
Barrel is a range of designs that are a 
streamline interpretation of wine or whiskey 
barrels, used as a table or bench base. 

Side and coffee table
FSC American oak

Lift
Philippe Malouin

A hand-made terracotta volume for the home 
that is both an occasional table and a stool, or 
whatever the user decides it is. 

Stool or side table
Made in English clay
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On Edge
Terence Woodgate

A large three-legged side table that is a 
geometric play with shape and form. The 
minimal design is intentionally heavy in nature, 
but sits lightly on the ground. 

Side table
FSC European ash

Static 
Donna Wilson

Static is a dynamic textile made from 100% 
British wool that is spun, dyed, and woven  
in Huddersfield, England, using traditional  
time-honoured techniques. It has a pleasing 
multi-layered aesthetic, full of colour and 
character.

Cushions, throws, pouffes
100% British wool

SCP Showroom
44 20 7739 1869 
showroom@scp.co.uk

SCP Contracts
44 20 7749 7399 
contracts@scp.co.uk

SCP Residential Projects
44 20 7749 7396 
residential@scp.co.uk

SCP Wholesale & Export
44 20 7749 6805
wholesale@scp.co.uk

SCP Press
44 20 7749 7385
press@scp.co.uk

scp.co.uk

Words: Duncan Riches
Design: Farrow
Photography: Peter Guenzel, Beth Evans
Styling: Sania Pell

Showroom & Head Office
 135 Curtain Road
London EC2A 3BX
44 20 7739 1869
info@scp.co.uk
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Pouffes
Henry: W45 D45 H45
Ernest: W60 D60 H30
Frank: W80 D80 H40

Cushions: W50 H50

Throws: W166 H190


